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very little of British high command at the front, had had diffi-
culties with Censor about his articles on Front, and meant to
say what he thought in a book to be issued in January.
I was still suffering yesterday from my stomach chiJl, but I
wrote 1,000 words.
I went up to the Omega workshops by appointment to see
Roger Fry. Arrived as arranged at 2.30. I was told he was
out. Then that he was at his studio, down Fitzroy Street. I
went there and rang. He opened door.
" Come and have lunch," he said, " I've had lunch, it's 2.30,"
I said. " How strange 1 " he said. " I thought it was only 1.15."
Then as he went upstairs he cried out to a girl above : " Blank
(her Xtian name), it's 2.30," as a great item of news. Fry
expounded his theories. He said there was no original industrial
art in England till he started i.e., untraditional. He said lots
of goodish things and was very persuasive and reasonable. Then
he took me to the showrooms in Fitzroy Square, and I bought a
few little things. I did not buy a fine still life by Duncan Grant.
But I may, later. I gradually got to like a number of the things,
especially the stuffs. He said manufacturing (English) firms
roared with laughter at his suggestion that they should do
business together. One firm quoted an impossible price when
he asked them to make rugs to his design at his risks. But when
a eulogistic article appeared in The Times they quoted a lower
price, a reasonable one. He said that both French and German
firms would take his stuff. I began to get more and more
pleased with the stuff, and then I left with two parcels.
This morning I went to Carfax Gallery and bought a Sickert
from the Sickert stand there, " Coster Girl ". Had some talk
with the proprietor who was highly intelligent, and stuck to it
that Claude Phillips, though he couldn't write, had real taste.
The boss thought Sickert the greatest artist of the age.
Saturday, November
The manager of the Carfax Gallery told me yesterday that some
people were very antagonistic. One old gentleman in white
spats said he had read in Morning Post a good account of Sargent's
drawings and he had come to see them. When he saw them
he said that he regarded the show as a swindle— that it was
robbery to charge is. for such an affair. Clifton gave him his
is. back.
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